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1. INTRODUCTION. Sapir's 'Penutian phylum', characterized by him in few sentences (1929), is often considered to rely on vague typological similarities rather than substantive evidence.1 Lexical resemblances have been attributed to 'massive borrowing', and the important feature of reduplication to non-conclusive iconicity (Silverstein 1979:664). Such a priori views have prevented serious consideration of the morphological evidence.

In systematic comparisons of Tsimshianic with 'Penutian' languages, taking as their point of departure reconstructed Proto-Tsimshianic (Tarpent 1990, 1994, 1996, 1997, in prep.), the number and the type of morphological resemblances, both in structure and in actual morphemes, found throughout the phylum, strongly support the hypothesis of genetic relationship between the constituent families, including Tsimshianic. Particularly important are what appear to be shared retentions or relic forms.

One of these is the plural verbal affix in /l/, which corresponds to a normally segmentable morpheme or formant in several of the languages; in addition, traces of an archaic Proto-Tsimshianic pattern discernible in submorphic alternations between /-initial plural and velar-initial singular verbal stems are also found in several other Penutian languages (Tarpent 1997:78), suggesting that this pattern is of great antiquity. The existence of such an unusual relic feature, added to lexical similarities in the stems showing these alternations, strongly supports the hypothesis of genetic unity of some version of the Penutian group as a whole.

2. THE TSIMSHIANIC LANGUAGES AND THEIR ANCESTOR. The Tsimshianic languages are spoken in Northern British Columbia, close to the tip of the Alaska panhandle. The Maritime branch includes Southern Tsimshian (ST) and Coast Tsimshian (CT), while the Interior branch is comprised of Nisga'a (N) and Gitksan (G). ST and N are the two crucial ones for reconstruction of the proto-language as they are demonstrably the most conservative in phonology and morphology.

ST and CT have five long and five short vowels plus four diphthongs, N and G have five long and (in native words) three short vowels, plus three diphthongs, but only two vowels need to be reconstructed for Proto-Tsimshianic (PTsim): these are noted *e and *a, representing /a/ and /a/ respectively; the PTSim vowel nucleus could also include an optional element noted as H, probably originally a schwa-gliding, whose presence, added to the influence of surrounding consonants or glides, accounts for a great variety of vowel correspondences within the family (Tarpent 1990, 1994 and in prep.). The cover symbols E and A indicate that the basic vowels *e and *a could occur either with or without the presence of H in alternate forms of the same root (e.g. *CEC = *Céc/*CéHC). In most cases this presence is only detectable under stress.

Proto-Tsimshianic morphological structure (Tarpent 1997:70-76) is based in most cases on a *(C)CVC root to which affixes are added for derivation and inflexion. In addition, the element H probably represented a morpheme with imperfective meaning, sometimes including repetitive meaning, as suggested from its occurrence in some very old plurals (Tarpent 1994; see example (1) and 3.2.2., 3.2.3. below). There are also reasons to assume that some *CVC roots go back to an earlier, Pre-Proto-Tsimshianic (PPTSim) bipartite stage **CVh-**VC (e.g. [21] below). Similarly, initial consonant clusters can often be traced back to loss of a vowel, e.g. CCVC <

---

1 I had originally intended to give a general presentation on my growing file of "Penutian morphological elements," i.e. those occurring through most of Sapir's (1921) Penutian. Since the file was much too large and complex to present during the allotted time, I decided to concentrate on only one of the elements. Hence the title "Relics of a plural pattern" added for the conference presentation, and the new title of the final version.
3. Tsimshianic Plural-Formation (Verbs). The distinction between singular and plural is of great importance for Tsimshianic verbs, less so for nouns. Apart from very rare oddities such as²

(1) ST  
ksū:Χ  *(pl Subj) to go out (of a house)
 PTsim  *ksēHqw
ST, N  
ksəxw  *(sg Subj) to go out
 *ksēqw

where the distinction is evidenced in the vowel (reflecting the former presence or absence of H), Tsimshianic plural verb stems are formed most generally by reduplication, less commonly by prefixation. Numerous irregularities in both types of plural-formation testify to their antiquity, with evidence for at least three distinct historical periods (e.g. for Nisqa’a: ‘Early, Classical and Modern’, Tarpent 1983).³ Although the meaning distinction between the two types is occasionally blurred in the modern languages, there is still a basic difference in semantic and grammatical meaning.

3.1. Reduplication. I mention reduplication only as a contrast to prefixation in both morphological and semantic terms. Reduplication is by far the most common method of plural formation in verbs. Full reduplication, typically CVC|CVC on a root CVC (where ""”) follows the reduplicated syllable, indicates repeated action by or on the experiencer of the action. For intransitive verbs, this usually means a single action performed by plural subjects, as in

(2) N  qas)qūs  pl of  qūs  ‘to jump’

For transitive verbs, reduplication indicates either repeated action on the same object, as in

(3) ST  q’atsq’ots  ‘to cut, cut up, slice, dice, etc.
(pl of  q’ots  ‘to cut (sg Obj)
(sg/pl Obj)’

(= make a single cut)

or repetition of the same action on several objects, as in (3) and also in

(4) N  lu:=kix)kāi  ‘to stare at
(sing/pl Obj)’

(pl of  lu:=kāi  ‘to stare at (one person)
(lu:= ‘in’, kāi ‘to see (s.)’)

(‘=’ indicates the boundary of proclitic and verb)

Contemporary irregular forms such as N q’ída:ʔaX, plural of q’áq ‘to be open’ (< *q’áHq)aq/*q’áq), s:saX, plural of ság ‘to be sharp’ (< *séHq)sEq/*séHq), and many others, which show a different stress pattern as well as other irregularities, attest to the antiquity of the CVC|CVC formula in Tsimshianic. So do cases of reduplication occurring independently of derivational prefixation, as for instance in N ʔapá:paq’askw < *ʔa-*páHq)paq-ʔiskw *(pl Subj)

²Sources of Tsimshianic data: except where otherwise indicated, N and ST data are from my own fieldwork (see fn. 9), CT data from Dunn (1978) (sometimes rephonemicized), G data from Bruce Rigsby (p.c.) ST, CT ā is a high central unrounded vowel or corresponding glide.

³The major features of the description of Nisqa’a plural formations presented in Tarpent (1983) are still correct in their basic outline, and these basic features also apply to Gitksan, Southern Tsimshian and Coast Tsimshian, but many of my speculations about the derivations of some of the more irregular, older or isolated N forms are outdated now in the light of comparative evidence from the other Tsimshianic languages. In particular, it was only in 1990 that I was able to interpret some puzzling vowel alternations by hypothesizing the intervention of the element “H”
to be affected by a strong emotion, e.g. upset, excited’. A more recent, productive version of the formula (as in [4]) allows stems of any length to be pluralized by the reduplicative method.

3.2. PREFIXATION. The other traditional method of pluralizing intransitive stems (including intransitive verbs and adjectives) is prefixation. The plural prefix la- (with vowel adjustment) is now unproductive and only a limited number of forms make use of it. As with reduplication, irregularities in some of the forms attest to the antiquity of this method.

3.2.1. REGULAR FORMATIONS (MOST RECENT). In the majority of forms, the prefix la- is clearly segmentable, and stress falls on the root. Semantically, la- prefixation indicates that the same single actions are performed or single states experienced individually but together by several subjects, almost always persons: older consultants translate these forms as ‘(they, etc.) all ...’. At least in N, the prefix is usually accompanied by the very common “medial” suffix noted as -T (phonologically usually /t/ or /s/ [sic], often deleted in absolute final position). Typical examples are:

(5) N la-áks-T pl of áks ‘to drink’
(6) N li-ts'è;x-T pl of ts'è;x ‘(person) to be full (after eating)’
(7) N la-Xsit pl of Xsit ‘to vomit’
(8) N lu-xwítákw-T pl of xwítákw ‘to shoot’
(9) N l-láy'-T pl of láy’ ‘(head, container, house) to be large’
(10) CT li-pá:s pl of pá:s ‘to be afraid’
(11) CT lu-wá:y pl of wá:y ‘to paddle’
(12) CT la-hë:tkis (pl Subj) ‘to swim’ N há:tkis ‘(person, dog, etc.) to swim’

In N the affixal frame la-...-T is especially common with words formed with the prefix ?a- ‘spontaneously, without obvious agency’, as in

(13) N ?a-l(i)-lâ:n-T pl of ?alâ:n ‘(boat, person) to be slow-moving, lag behind’
(14) N ?a-l-láys-T pl of ?aláys ‘to be “lazy”, reluctant’
(15) N ?a-li-ski-T pl of ?askí ‘to be ugly, unusual- or abnormal-looking’

That the plural prefix occurs after the ?a- prefix, and is directly attached to the root, shows that la-prefixation must be older than ?a-prefixation (cf. a similar case with reduplication above). In a few cases, the plural form has the combination la-...-T, and the singular the suffix -tkw, as in

(16) N li-ptál-T pl of ptál-tkw ‘to climb’

4 Many other intransitive stems, including descriptive adjectives, use the prefix qa-, formerly only a distributive plural used with nouns. No irregularities are associated with qa-.
(17) N  *li-skwá:y'-T  pl of  *skwá:y'-tkw  ‘to rest’

It is possible that in such cases the -tkw suffix indicates reflexivity, since both stems also occur suffixless with different (though compatible), less personal meanings (*ptál  ‘[tide] to rise’, *skwá:y’  ‘[action] to come to an end without achieving result’).

In the following cases, the la- prefixed and the -tkw suffixed forms have diverged semantically, but the same original relationship can be recovered: the suffixed forms apply to a group of persons acting as a single entity, but the prefixed form must have applied originally to individuals all doing the same thing:

(18) N  *lisán  ‘(sg or pl Subj) to travel to another community  PTsim *-sén

in order to find summer work in canneries’

The PTsim stem *sEn is found in CT sá:n  ‘to put (pl Obj) aboard’ (Boas 1911:382), CT sá:ntk, ST sá:n-tkü (< *sén-tkw), N sín-tkw (< *séHt-tkw)  ‘(pl human Subj) to ride in a boat, be aboard’.

3.2.2. Reformations by la- Prefixation on Already Plural Stems. On the other hand, la- plurals include some ‘pleonastic’ or doubly-marked reformations on more archaic plural stems (Tarpent 1983), especially those with Velar prefixes, as in

(19) N  *lu-xwít:ix-T  pl of  xwítáx  ‘to be hungry’

(PTsim sg stem *kw-*tóx ; reduplicated pl stem *kw- *tóHt)tek)

(20) CT  la-Xkwít:aks  pl of  Xkwátk  ‘(person)to be cold, have a cold’

cf. kwátk  ‘(sg Subj) to be cold’

(PTsim sg stem *kwEt- > pl. stem *q- *kwéHt- *q-s, sg. (*q-) *kwét- *tkw)

(21) ST  la-Xstó:yX  pl of  XstóX  ‘to sleep’

(PTsim sg stem *qs- *tóeq [< **tÉh- **Eq], pl stem *qs- *téHt- *Eq)

This use seems to indicate that at one time the stems were no longer perceived as unambiguously plural forms and that the prefix was added in order to confirm the plural meaning (cf. a similar justification for N reduplicated forms in 5.1.1. below).

3.2.3. Older Formations Stressed on Prefix. In a few l- initial plural forms, stress is on the prefix, causing reduction and/or adjustment of the stem vowel (this older pattern of stress on the penultimate is also attested in other forms, e.g. the oldest layer of reduplicative patterns, as in the proto-form for the plural in (19) above): the prefix is reconstructed as *ÉH- (*léHt- under stress).5

Modern forms:  PTsim plural:

(22) ST  li:tik  pl of  ták  ‘to wake (s.o.) up’  *léHt- *tek

(23) N  likékit  pl of  skáti  ‘to be born’  *léHt- *sket

5One of the clues to the former presence of *H is ST, CT long /ít/ corresponding to N, G short /í/, in stressed positions (Tarpent 1994). Note also that some of these verbs are transitive, unlike the more modern forms. PTsim roots are not inherently transitive or intransitive.
(24) ST  líc mxs  pl of * Elementary T *más mxs  ‘to grow’  *líc Hh- *más

(= N  liqas-T/ *más ; the unstressed stem vowel is deleted by an independently motivated rule, between a syllabic resonant and an obstruent; *más is attested in derivatives)

(25) ST  kí- líc tix  pl of * kw- táx  ‘to be hungry’  *kw- *líc Hh- *taks

(compare this prefixed plural with the reduplicated N form in [19] above)

(26) CT  qa- lí- pgaxk  pl of * qá- págaxk  ‘to shake o. self’  *qá- *líc Hh- *paq-s-kw

(Boas 1911:380)6

In addition to the pattern of initial penultimate stress, the antiquity of this pattern is shown by other irregularities such as different affixes, alternate forms of the plural (both seen in alternate N plurals for ‘to shoot’, compare [27] and [8] above), or unusual reduplication, as in

(27) N  lítuxw  (old) pl of  xw- tákw  ‘to shoot’  *líc Hh- *tekw

(28) N  -lí- xw  stem of the irregularly reduplicated form

líc- lición g akw  pl of  yáxw  ‘to hide’  *líc Hh- yexw

(cf. CT  lición g yú:  pl of yú:  ‘to hide’, rephonemicized from Boas 1911:380)

3.2.4. SUB-MORPHEMIC ALTERNATION L/-K/- (OLDEST FORMS). In what must be the oldest formations, some L-initial plurals correspond to a singular beginning with a consonant; this is especially common with singular stems beginning with a palatal, which are paired with an L-initial plural stem: these are probably relic forms (see more below, 5.1.).

A number of verbs have an L-initial plural stem corresponding to a singular stem beginning most often with a palatal consonant (k- or y-), in which neither consonant seems amenable to morphological segmentation in a synchronic analysis,7 as in:

(29) ST  líc mk  pl of  kíc mk  ‘to wipe (sthg)’

(30) ST, N  lía:  pl of  kó: [gyó:]  ‘(boat, vehicle) to be motionless: at anchor, moored, parked; (person) to behave, act, live (in a certain way)’

(31) CT  lía:  pl of  yía:  ‘to walk, go’

(32) N  líc xw  pl of  yúxw  ‘to move (in the direction indicated by a proclitic)’

6Retranscribed; cf. N  qá- paqskw  ‘to thrash around, to struggle’ (archaic reduplicated plural qá- págskw < *-págajpaq-, cf. same stem in ‘ to be upset, etc.’ in 3.1.). The morpheme qá- in these forms is a derivative prefix of undetermined meaning at present, not the homophonous plural morpheme of fn. 4.

7Two irregular plurals, N  líc páxk- T  pl of  kipáxkw  ‘to fly’ (and similar forms in the other languages), and N  líc nímás pl of  kin- ítkw  ‘to get up’, appear superficially to have prefixes líc- and kí- respectively, but the long unstressed vowel of the plural and, for the second word, the morphological irregularities in correspondences with the other languages, make the history of these forms difficult to reconstruct at present. The popular explanation of kipáxkw  ‘to fly’ as kíp- háxkw  ‘to eat-odor’ can be ruled out as folk-etymology although similar forms are attested in the other languages.
and there are also \( l \)-initial plural forms without (morphologically) singular counterparts, such as

\[
(33) \quad N \quad \text{\( |iskw \)} \quad \text{‘(pl Subj) to hang’} \quad \text{(suppletive plural of \( y'\dot{a}q \) ‘to hang’, which also has orig. meaning ‘to sway, to shake’)}
\]

In such cases, it is impossible to characterize the initial consonant as a ‘prefix’, but obviously the \( l \)-initial formant is associated with plural meaning, just like the \( la \)-prefix of morphologically analyzable forms. Let us just note that initial \( l \)-has been associated with the plural throughout the recoverable history of Tsimshianic. In the next two sections, both the prefix and the sub-morphemic formant are compared to similar items in ‘Penutian’ languages.

4. Dual/Plural affixes throughout ‘Penutian’. The Tsimshianic prefix \( la \)- \(<*lEh\)-can now be considered in a wider perspective, both internally and externally.

4.1. Tsimshianic \(*lEh ‘Plural’ and \(*nEh ‘Reciprocal’. The old Tsimshianic plural verbal prefix \( la \)- \(<*lEh\)-is not isolated in the language, but occurs in close parallelism with the reciprocal prefix \( na \)- \(<*nEh\)-, which is still productive. In both cases, there is normally a specific prefix/suffix combination which ‘frames’ the stem word to create intransitive forms applying mostly to actions and relationships of persons. Some \( N \) examples (which have counterparts in the other languages) are:

\[
(34) \quad N \quad la\?-\dot{aks}-T \quad \text{‘(pl Subj) to drink’} \quad \text{(pl of intr stem \( \dot{aks} \) ‘to drink’)}
\]

\[
(35) \quad N \quad ni\?-Lim:\dot{om}-T \quad \text{‘to help each other’} \quad \text{(reciprocal built on trans stem \( Lim:\dot{om} \) ‘to help [s.o.]’)}
\]

\[
(36) \quad N \quad ni\?-w\dot{ak}-T \quad \text{‘to be brothers’} \quad \text{(reciprocal built on kin term \( \dot{w}\dot{ak} \) ‘[male’s] brother’)}
\]

Such affixal “frames” are frequent in Tsimshianic. They consist of proclitic/suffix combinations in which the proclitic can be quite variable but the suffix is always a medial or medio-passive suffix \((-T, *-tkw or -s\) ). Proclitics, most of which indicate motion, location or direction, are normally only loosely bound to the stem, but the presence of such a suffix indicates that the proclitic-stem combination is to be treated as a single unit (cf. the status of English \textit{out in to run out} vs. \textit{to outrun}). However, prefixes other than the plural and reciprocal are firmly bound to the stem and do not need to be supplemented by a suffix. This discrepancy suggests that \textit{the present plural and reciprocal prefixes were originally proclitics}, i.e. relatively free morphemes, rather than bound prefixes (Tarpent 1997:80). Note also that \(*lEh \) and \(*nEh \) have the CVC shape characteristic of Tsimshianic roots, while true affixes have C(V)- or -(V)C only.

4.2. ‘Penutian’ languages. Hymes (1957:78-79) called attention to the Penutian-wide distribution of verbal affixes ‘of the general phonemic shape \( nV, lV \); affixes in \(/n/ \) ‘share the sense of plurality in the relations of persons’ i.e. have reciprocal or mutual \textit{kin} meanings. Like Tsimshianic, most Penutian languages have affixes in \(/l/ \) and \(/n/ \) with plural/collective or dual/reciprocal/comitative meanings. Depending on the affixal pattern of individual languages, these may be prefixes, or more often, suffixes (Tarpent 1997:80-81). This difference in the place of affixation makes sense if potential cognates of PTsim \(*lEh \) and \(*nEh \) were originally freer morphemes and later became affixes, in conformity with the affixation pattern prevailing in individual languages. The frequent restriction of occurrence of \(/l/ \) and \(/n/ \) formants to unproductive subsets of morphemes, especially pronouns, in most of the languages which have them suggests that these are archaic survivals.

4.2.1. Forms compatible with PTsim \(*nEh ‘Dual/Reciprocal’. Although dual and reciprocal do not mean the same grammatically, they have in common the fact that they refer to
two participants. Similarly, comitative can be viewed as yet another aspect of duality. These three meanings are variously distributed between affixes including the formants $n$ and $l$, especially since not all languages have the category of dual, which may have merged with plural.

This does not mean that only these formants have all or any of the meanings in question in a given language. For instance, Bodega Miwok has a comitative $ni$-, but Miwok dual morphemes are unrelated to it (Catherine Callaghan, p.c.). Such facts do not invalidate my point, since (here or elsewhere) an originally dual morpheme may be preserved as comitative, while another morpheme has assumed the dual function. In any case, I am not asking the question “Do all the Penutian dual and plural, etc. morphemes correspond exactly to the PTsim morphemes in form and function?” but “Given the form/meaning/function of the PTsim morphemes, what morphemes in other languages are both formally similar and semantically and functionally compatible?” Although the formants $n$ and $l$ are often associated with other formants or affixes in individual languages, they do occur throughout the Penutian domain.\(^8\)

a) prefixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Co</th>
<th>Han</th>
<th>$ne$- in ‘comitative’ affixal frame $ne$-(...)e/a ‘with...’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mk</td>
<td>$na$- in ‘comitative’ affixal frame $na$-(...)i'yu ‘with...’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can perhaps add also Cay $ni$- in <nipik> ‘they’. This Cayuse form is not the only one given for ‘they’, there is also <cappick> (perhaps [qapik]). Even though the Cayuse grammatical data available are only fragmentary, the existence of two separate morphemes both translated ‘they’ suggests that one is (or was originally) dual and the other plural. Dual, etc. forms in $n$-, and plural forms in $q$-, attested in other languages (e.g. Mol qa- stem of several non-singular pronouns, Win $g$- initial of collective suffixes) make it probable that Cay nipik must have been a dual, at least at some point in its history.

b) suffixes

‘dual’, ‘comitative’ or ‘reciprocal’

- $n$- initial

| Siu | -nav(a) ‘reciprocal’ |
| Co  | -ne:i ‘reciprocal’ (also ‘distributive’) |

| Co  | -$n'i$ ‘dual’ |
| Mol | -$ni$ ‘dual’ formant in pronominal forms; (cf. also -uni ‘3 dual’) |
| Mi  | Mib | -ni ‘comitative case’ (≠ dual) |

---

\(^8\) Many of these morphemes are mentioned in Tarpent (1997:80-81). Language abbreviations: Al Alsea, Cay Cayuse, Chin Chinook (Kath Kathlame), Co Coos (Han Hanis, Mk Miluk), Kal Kalapuya (MR Mary’s River, S Santiam), Mai Maiduan, Mi Miwok (Mib Bodega Mi, Mins Northern Sierra Mi, Miss Southern Sierra Mi), Mol Molale, NP Nez Perce, Sah Sahaptian (NS North Sahaptin), Siu Siutul, Tak Takelma, Win Winnum (Pat Parwin), Yok Yokuts (Chaw Chawchila, Chuk Chukchansi, Gash Gashowu, Wik Wickamni, Yb Buena Vista, Yd Yawdanchi, Yl Yawelmani). See bibliography for sources.
-n- final

Co  -āni: ‘one another’ (< -ān-i: ?); (also ‘distributive’)
Tak  -an-, -i:n- ‘reciprocal action’

Sah  -in ‘dual suffix’ (rather ‘comitative’, in nouns)
NS  -i:n ‘dual suffix’ (rather ‘comitative’, in nouns)
   (cf. Tak -i:l below)

‘Mutual kin’:

Co  -i:ni: used for ‘mutual kinship’, “etymologically related to the
   verbal distributives -ne:i, -āni:” (LF) (cf. above)

‘Plural’ or ‘collective’:

- n- initial

Co  -ne:i ‘distributive’ (also ‘reciprocal’)
Kal  -ni ‘plural’ suffix attached to 3rd person prefixes

- n- final

Co  -n, -n- ‘plural element’ in some nouns
   -āni: ‘distributive’ (< -ān-i: ?); (also ‘one another’)
Mol  -yan- ‘plural’ formant in some suffixed pronominal forms
Tak  -han (−an after C) ‘collective plural’ of some human nouns
Yok Yd  -in ‘plural’ in pronouns
   -i:n ‘plural’ or ‘collective’ with animate (numerals)
   -hin, -han ‘collective plural’ (inanimate nouns)
   -yan, han ‘plural enclitics’ used in imperatives

Reduplicated -n- forms designating groups of people:

Ch Kath  -na:na ‘groups of people with a common designation’ (e.g. chiefs)
Mai  -nono ‘a pile, crowd, lot of … [persons]
Yok  -(i)n’in ‘people, inhabitants, of …’ (> tribal names)
   cf. also
Mai  -nini in péney-nini ‘four’ (peney- ‘two’)

Complex forms including -n- formant:

Ch  -in-iks ‘plural’ of a few nouns (-iks, -uks, -aks also ‘plural’)
Kal  -ni:k in gwinik ‘3 pl pronoun’ (pron. stem gwi-)
Mi Mins  -a:ni-k ‘plural; many; a group, bunch, etc.’

4.2.2. FORMS COMPATIBLE WITH PTSIM *IEh ‘PLURAL’

4.2.2.1. PREFIX. Thus far I have not found evidence of l- prefixation before verb stems
outside of Tsimshianic (however, I have not been able to consult all possible sources). An
exception might be found in Siuslaw: after explaining that Siuslaw does not mark plurality in the
verb, Frachtenberg added in a footnote: “I have found only one case of such a differentiation. I
was told that the stem *gaa- ‘to enter, to put in’, refers to singular objects, while the stem *lxaa- can be used with plural objects only” (1922b:535 fn.1).

Frachtenberg did not think that such meager evidence was enough to establish a morphological relationship between the two forms, but the stem *lxaa- would seem to be plausibly derivable from *-l-*gaa- since only L occurs before consonants, and plain velar or uvular stops do not occur after L. This one instance is hardly enough to make a case, but might be significant if more comparative evidence of the same kind comes to light.

4.2.2.2. Suffixes. However, there is plentiful evidence for *l in suffixes, usually with plural meaning, sometimes also with dual meaning:

a) ‘plural/collective’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>-l</td>
<td>‘plural’ in some forms (e.g. yo:l- ~ yu:l- pl of yEa ‘to talk, speak’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co</td>
<td>-l</td>
<td>‘plural’ of some stems (alternating with -n- for other stems)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Km</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>‘plural’ suffix in some pronouns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tak</td>
<td>-l</td>
<td>‘plural’ of some stems (alternating with -n- for other stems)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Win</td>
<td>-le:</td>
<td>‘pronominal plural’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-VIVIV(h)a</td>
<td>‘disparity of subject: many separately to …’ (reduplicated verbal form)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

cf. also

Yok, Yl, Yl, Chaw, -hal | ‘inanimate collective’ (note -han suffix above in Yok and Tak)
Chuk, Gash, -?...l | ‘times’

b) ‘dual’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sah, NS</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>‘dual’ meaning in some forms;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Win</td>
<td>-l</td>
<td>‘pronominal dual’ (e.g. ne:l ‘we, dual inclusive’; here ne- ‘1sg’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-(--)lel</td>
<td>‘dual’ in pa:lel ‘two, pair, both’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

cf. also

Tak, -di:l | “dual”, actually ‘comitative’ (‘with X’) in nouns (possibly < -t-i:1, cf. Sah-i(:)n; cf. also Tak plural -than < t-han ) |

4.2.2.3. Complex Affixes. There are also -l- components of more limited distribution in complex plural pronominal affixes, usually contrasting with dual ones which include other consonants. Depending on the language, these complex affixes may be prefixed or suffixed to the verb. In Chinook, they are prefixes: compare -lx- ‘1 pl incl’ with -tx- ‘1 du incl’. Similarly complex forms occur for instance in Coos or Siuslaw, but they must be used with great caution, since the complexity of the forms and the lack of clear morphological correspondences between the various languages suggest analogical reformation and/or influence from neighboring languages such as Salishan. Trying to unravel these problems is beyond the scope of this paper.

However, it is relevant that Klamath and Wintu have what appear to be parallel, alternate 1st and 2nd person plural forms with suffixes including formants /l/ and /y/ (DeLancey 1987:51): comparison with Chinook makes it quite likely that these parallel forms were originally plural and dual respectively (cf. alternate ‘plural’ forms in Cay above), even though they might now be exclusively plural. In any case, all these provide more support for an original plural morpheme or formant in /l/ widely distributed in Penutian.
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4.2.3. SUMMARY ON l- AND n FORMANTS. As in Tsimshianic, there are parallel affixal formants in /l/ and /n/ in many Penutian languages, where they occur most often in suffixes, in keeping with the prevailing affixal pattern in those languages. That their occurrence is often restricted to certain non-productive morphological categories, commonly pronouns, means that these are probably old inherited morphemes. That forms in /n/ especially occur about as often with plural as with dual meanings could indicate loss of the dual category (with dual > plural), since not all the attested languages have a dual. It may also be relevant that /l ~ n/ interchange frequently occurs because of consonant gradation, which is morphologically productive in some of the languages. Relics of this gradation could explain that in some cases forms in /l/ and /n/ seem to be specialized, for instance between human and inanimate nouns.

5. PLURAL FORMANT l- REPLACING INITIAL ROOT-CONSONANT. As in Tsimshianic, there is scattered evidence in other Penutian languages of l- initial CVC stems or roots with plural meanings, sometimes alternating with singular stems beginning with palatal or uvular/glottal consonants. In many cases the consonants are the same as in Tsimshianic, or closely related. Singular and/or plural stems involved in this alternation have similar meanings in Tsimshianic and other languages. Unfortunately, I have only been able to consult a limited amount of material on other languages, so that the fact that some languages are not represented in the examples below does not therefore mean that the feature in question does not occur in them. However, the L-/k'- initial alternation which occurs in some Alsea verb forms is independent of the one discussed here.

5.1. Tsimshianic. As mentioned above (3.2.4.), the Tsimshianic languages have a small number of what appear to be plural ‘roots’ in l- corresponding to singulars in k-, y-, and also but less often q- or h- (i.e. palatal and uvular/glottal stops and glides), here all represented by the cover term K. In several cases, only one member of an l/K stem pair is attested in a given language, but the other one occurs with the same or a very similar meaning elsewhere in the family. There are also several l- initial stems with plural meaning occurring without a corresponding singular, and a few which are not identified as either singular or plural but which could have been plurals originally. In these cases the l/K alternation cannot be explained simply by deletion of the initial consonant after addition of the prefix *Ip (i.e. *IE/AC cannot be from *Ip/KE/AC), nor is it likely that addition of a monosegmental l- prefix would have caused deletion of the K consonant (i.e. *IE/AC cannot be from *IP/KE/AC). More probably, in Ptsim (or even PPTsim) the stems were originally biformorphic (as were some others, independently attested, e.g. in [21]), thus **Kp-**VC for the singular, later *KVC, and **Ip-**VC for the plural, later *IVC. The meaning of the initial elements subsumed under **KEh cannot be determined at present. Alternations among the four K-consonants may have been due at least in part to consonant gradation, many traces of which exist in various Penutian languages, even where it is not a productive process (as it is for instance in Sahaptian).

5.1.1. Most Tsimshianic cases have palatal-initial singular stems:

a) k- initial:

PtSim

(37) N I: pl of k: [gy:] '(boat, car) to be moored, parked' *l/k:w

(38) N l: L pl of k:L [gy:L] '(person) to lie down, be in bed' *l/k:HL or *l/k:HH-L

(here the long é: of the singular form is due to a general N rule raising long *ú: after palatals and sibilants, Tarpent 1983)
(39) ST lũ:nks  kũ:nks [gũ:nks]  ‘to be dry’  *l/kéHw-n-ks
(40) ST lām  kām  ‘to be hot, warm’  *l/kēm-k
(41) ST li:mk  ki:mk  ‘to wipe (sg/pl Obj)’  *l/kēHm-k
(42) ST lāp  kāp [gyάp]  ‘to dip up (sg/pl Obj)’  *l/kēp

In N such plural stems are often reduplicated, as in

(43) N li(m)lām  pl of  kām  ‘to be warm, hot’  *l/kēm-k
(44) N li(m)lim  kīm  ‘to wipe (sg/pl Obj)’  *l/kēHm-k
(45) N li(p)lāp  kāp [gyάp]  ‘to dip up (sg/pl Obj)’  *l/kēp
(46) N li(p)lāpin  kāpin [gyάbin]  ‘(aquatic mammal) to come up for air’  *l/kēp-n
(47) N li(p)lāps  kāps [gyάps]  ‘to be high’  *l/kēp-ks
(48) N ?as-lip)lā:pax  ?as-kā:pax  ‘to talk incessantly, be a chatterbox’  *?ats-?l/kāHp-q

These cases are attributable to a secondary formation emphasizing plurality (cf. reduplication also in N li:li:xw (28) and addition of ë- to already plural forms, 3.2.2. above).

b) y- initial

(49) CT lā:  pl of  yá:  ‘to go, walk’  *l/yá(H)h
(50) N lũkw  yũkw  ‘to move (us. in direction of proclitic)’  *l/yēHkw

Some non-plural stems of the shape ST li:C, N ù:C can be plausibly related to singular forms in yáC (Tarpen 1983):

(51) N -lli:p  stem of ‘to roll (sg/pl)’  *lēHlp-
     cf. yāl- ‘to move in circular motion’  *yēl
(52) ST li:ts-X, N ùts-X  ‘to count, read (sg/pl Obj)’  *lēHts-q
     cf. yáts- ‘to hit, beat (sg Obj)’  *yēts

(probably from hitting fingers on a support in order to count, while counting aloud: *-q ‘by vocal means’)

5.1.2. A few other stems have uvular or glottal initials: these are rarer than the palatal initials, but it is possible that this rarity is due to semantic change obscuring the relationship between singular and plural stems which now appear unrelated, as well as to the preservation of only one of the stems in several cases.
a) *h- initial

(53a) G litxw  pl. of hitxw (= N hitkw) ‘to stand’  *l/héHt-
      (stem lit/hit-)

(53b) N litiks- (pl only) ‘(laundry) to be/put in water’  *léHt-
      (stem lit-)

cf. N hátxiks ‘(person, dog, etc.) to swim’ (stem hátx-)

The original meaning in (53b) must have been ‘to stand in water’, i.e. ‘bathe’ rather than ‘swim’ (-iks cf. ?áks ‘water’ < *?éks; loss of initial ? is attested in other compounds which include *?éks) (Tarpent 1983).

Another case in which the plural and singular stem have acquired separate meanings is:

(54) N -lánx in t'ím-lánx ‘neck’ (t'ím- < t'á:m- ‘place of’)  *lé/án-x
    N hánx ‘to be thin (not thick)’  *hé/án-x

The N form hánx has a reduplicated plural hanj(h)ánx which also means ‘temples (of the head)’ (two places where the head narrows in front, and is narrower than, for instance, the prominent cheekbones common in the population of the West Coast). The l- initial form lánx in t'ím-lánx ‘neck’ is most likely an old plural corresponding to hánx: the neck is another body part that is definitely thinner than the head above and the shoulders below. That this form is built on a plural stem reflects the symmetricality of the neck, which appears ‘thin’ from all viewpoints in comparison with the rest of the body.

b) *q- initial

Examples of *q- initial singular stems with l- initial plural stems are also few. An obvious one is:

(55) N línX  pl of qínX  ‘(tree) to fall’  (PTsim form still unclear)

In the following example, CT has reformed a reduplicative plural on an originally plural stem, as shown by comparison with other CT and Nisqa'á forms which preserves the *q- initial singular stem:

(56) CT láp- in lá?apígl ‘(sg) ‘(stars) to twinkle’  *lé/áp-?íl
    (> new pl form lak)lá?apígl)
    CT qáp- in N qáp(k)sa?ál-T ‘(star) to twinkle’  *qé/áp-(k)-s-?íl-T
    qápsí  ‘to wink’  *qé/áp-s-?íl
    qapé:ltk  ‘to wink’  *qE/Ap-éh-?íl-tkw

In the following example, the N l- initial form, which is relatable to a *q- initial form also attested in ST, has acquired a distinct meaning: from the singular stems

(57a) ST qa:tilkú  ‘to wind-wrap sthg
      N qitkw  (around s.)’  *qéHw-l-kw

one would expect an l- plural such as N lilkw, which indeed exists:

(57b) N lilkw  ‘to lace (shoes, leggings, etc.)’  *léHw-l-kw
Other non-plural forms in N liC can be plausibly related to forms in qiC:

(58) N liL-k ‘to (keep) watch on, tend’  *lêHL-k
     (sg or pl Obj)
liL-k-s ‘to keep watch, keep an eye
     on things’
N qiLXkw ‘to shout, holler’  *qêHL-q-tkw

The form qiLXkw analyzes as *qiL-q-(t)kw (*-q ‘at/by mouth’, esp. ‘by vocal means’; -tkw adds intransitive meaning). If the original meaning of *liL/*qiL was ‘to watch, be watchful’, qiL-q- could have been ‘to keep watch by vocal means’ = ‘to give warning by shouting’, later simply ‘to shout’.

5.1.3. Some l- initial verbs are plurals without a corresponding singular (isolated or suppletive forms):

(59) N lîn’ ‘(wind, etc.) to cause (trees) to fall’
     (=lînX-ln, see (55); -în ‘causative’)

(60) ST lámtsaX ‘(pl human Subj) to come in, enter’  *lê/lâm-ts-q
     (suppletive pl of ts’î:n) (= N lámtsaX/ts’în)

The association of l- initial forms with the plural suggests that some similar forms now used for both singular and plural could have been exclusively plural at one time, later acquiring a more general meaning, for instance:

(61) ST li:mx; CT li:mi; N, G lîmx ‘(sg or pl Subj) to sing’  *lêHm-x

(where the H in the PTsim form supports the original plural hypothesis, see 3. above)

5.1.4. CONCLUSION ON TSIMSHIANIC. Tsimshianic l- initial (submorphic, not prefixed) forms represent an archaic pattern. PTsim *CVC stems are normally reconstructed as including the initial consonant. Isolating this initial involves splitting the PTsim “root” to recover the PPTsim stage: e.g. N liC ~ KIC < *lêHC ~ KêHC < *Eh-EC ~ *Eh-EC (see (21) for independent evidence for such bipartite PPTsim forms). It is relevant that none of the K’s in the l-/K- pairs are glottalized, since initial glottalized consonants can all be traced to PPTsim *E- which does not fit the alternation pattern (see 2. above).9

5.2. ‘PENUTIAN’ LANGUAGES. The existence of l- and K- initial roots with similar meanings, where l- initial roots are often associated with plural meaning, suggests a similar origin in Tsimshianic and in other Penutian languages which have this pattern. Wintun has some

9Dunn (1978) gives some CT forms which seem to conflict with this generalization, but his data include so much individual and/or dialectal phonetic variation that it is difficult to establish a reliable base form for comparative work. In fieldwork with a single ST consultant (Mrs. Violet Nealsloss, probably the last competent speaker of the language), I have often found it very difficult to determine whether I was consistently hearing a glottalized or non-glottalized consonant, or a uvular or velar. However, it is usually possible to establish reference points from minimal or near minimal pairs. In most cases, glottalization or non-glottalization of initial ST consonants agree with the situation in Nisga’a, the language with which I am most familiar, having learned it while residing in a Nisga’a community (New Aiyansh, B.C.), from excellent speakers who have also become very competent writers (especially Mrs. Verna Williams, Mrs. Rosie Robinson and Mrs. Nita Morven). I take this opportunity to thank all these wonderful consultants and very dear friends.
clear internal examples of this alternation but it also exists elsewhere. Non-paired roots and stems with the same or compatible initial consonants and the same or a compatible meaning are even more frequent. Note that as in Tsimshianic, the stops involved are not usually glottalized except in languages like Takelma, where consonant gradation plays a morphological role, and Wintun, which has many traces of now unproductive initial consonant gradation, e.g. c-/ch-/c′-, which must have a secondary origin. Only a few examples are mentioned here, but it is likely that a systematic search throughout the Penutian domain would turn up many more.

### 5.2.1. Some Wintu Examples.

#### 5.2.1.1. l- // y-  lew- 1 > lewča ‘to pick (as berries)’  
‘cf. yew-ča “to pick, pluck, gather (as berries)”’ (AS; see 5.2.2.1)

#### 5.2.1.2. l- // q-

1. **lOr- ~ lo:r-** ‘grind, rub, file’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Win</th>
<th>lora</th>
<th>‘to file or grind in order to sharpen’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>loraqna:</td>
<td>‘rub hands together; grind (teeth)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lortuma:</td>
<td>‘grind o’s teeth’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lura:</td>
<td>‘to grind’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pat</td>
<td>loru</td>
<td>‘to grind sharp or smooth’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. **qOr- in**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Win</th>
<th>gori</th>
<th>‘powder from pounded seeds or grasshoppers; seed for flour’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gura:</td>
<td>‘to grind’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pat</td>
<td>koru</td>
<td>‘to grind’ (there is no q in Pat, k corresponds instead)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.2.2. Tsimshianic and Other Examples (in this context E/A are cover symbols for root-vowel types, not reconstructions unless indicated):

#### 5.2.2.1. 1E/Aw 1 // kE/Aw / yE/Aw 1 ‘to pick, gather, assemble, etc.’

#### 5.2.2.1.1. Meaning 1 ‘to pick, gather, etc. (usually food items)’

a) **l- initial**

Root-final -w

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Win</th>
<th>lew- 1 &gt; lewča ‘to pick (as berries)’ (cf. above)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Root-final -b- or -p (w ~ h/p is a common correspondence in Penutian)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tak</th>
<th>leb-, le:b- ‘pick and eat (eg seeds)’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lebe- ‘pick up” and eat (seeds)” (non-repetitive vb-stem)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lè:plap ‘(non-aor) pick and eat many (seeds)’ (redup = repetitive vb-stem)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yok</td>
<td>Yv lapa:y ‘gather greens’, Yt tapay ‘pick, gather’ (VG 80:61)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The correspondence l ~ t is normal between these two Yok dialects.)
b) \(k\)- initial

**Root-final -w**

* without initial augment

- \*kEw >  ‘take, pick, get, gather, etc.’
- \*k\(\)w > ST k\(\)w \([g\text{"}:w]\), N k\(\)u: \([g\text{"}:]\)  ‘to take, pick up (sthg)’
- \*k\(\)Hw-\(\)l > ST k\(\)i:‘l, N k\(\)il’  ‘to pick (berries), dig for (clams, etc.)’
- \*k\(\)Hw-kw > ST k\(\)i:k\(\)u, N k\(\)i:kw  ‘to buy (sthg)’
- \*k\(\)Ew-m > N verb-forming prefix kim-  ‘to buy … (sg Obj)’
- \*k\(\)Hw-t-\(\)ks > ST k\(\)i:ks, N redup k\(\)i:k\(\)iks  ‘to look, search for s.’

Co
- k.o:w- (LF), g.uw-, g.u: - (MJ)  ‘pick (berries)’

Kal
- geew- in geevi, geewa  ‘to gather sthg’

* with initial augment or prefix

- Al -\(\)ku:- in pku:ts- ‘to pick, gather (e.g. shellfish, edible insects), catch (food animals)’ \(p\)- common verbal prefix or augment
- Si -\(\)ku:- ~ -\(\)kwa- in Laku- ~ L(a)kw- ~ Lokw- ~ Likw- ‘fetch, get, gather, take, etc.’ \(L(V)\)- common verbal prefix or augment
- Yok, Wik -\(\)ciw in phi\(\)ciw ‘catch’ \(-\text{\(c\)}\)- assibilated from \(k\)-; phi- cf. Al \(p\)- above?)

**Root-final -b or -\(p\)**

- Win, Pat \(k\)\(\)ap  ‘to be caught’ (note C- ~ C\(-\) from consonant-gradation as above)
- \(k\)\(\)apma  ‘to trap’ \(-\text{\(ma\)}\) causative
- \(k\)apu  ‘to dig’ (cf. above, ‘dig for clams’, and below, ‘dig for roots’)

**c) y- initial**

**Root-final -w**

- Si yaw-, yu-  ‘to pick (berries, etc.), to get (pitch, etc.), to dig [for roots]’ > yu:yaw! ‘one who picks, picker’ (agentive suffix \(-t!\) )
- Mai jawe  ‘to gather, pick (berries, clover, etc.)’;
- Win yew- > yewča  ‘to pick, pluck, gather (as berries)’ (cf. lew- 1)(AS)
- Yok, Yb yuwet ‘comprar’

and perhaps also

- Mi, Mip \(j\)u:ju: ‘to gather (tr)’ (older redupl. on stem **ju:- \(?\) cf. Yok below)

**Root-final -b or -\(p\)**

- Km \{yeb\}- ‘dig’, e.g. /ye\(\)gni:ya/ ‘digs for s.o.’
- Win yube  ‘to pick water grass’, ‘to gather berries in a basket’
5.2.2.1.2. Meaning 2 'to gather, assemble (people)'

PTsim *kEw ‘to take, pick, gather’ is also found in

(62) CT la-ki:nsk ‘be together (humans); *kéHw-?n-?skw
one family, one group
of people’;

(la- ‘plural’, cf. above 3.2.1.; *-?n ‘causative’, *-?skw ‘antipassive’; hence literally ‘causing
[people] to gather’)

The other descendants of PTsim *kEw (see above 5.2.2.1.1.) do not have a plural counterpart
in the modern languages (suppletive stems are used), but such a form could be expected to have
an older plural counterpart *lEw. This form, unattested as a bare stem, is preserved in words
which were originally noun-incorporating verbs:

(63a) ST lú:’lkit, CT lúulkit ‘to hold a “feast” (potlatch)’ *léw-?l+kEt

(63b) N lil’kit *léHw-?l+kEt

Compare *lé(H)w-?l with the singular forms in 5.2.2.1.1. (b) above: ST kú:’l, N kil’- ‘to
pick, gather s.’ is from *kéHw-?l; *kEt ‘people’ occurs as the nominal component of several
words interpretable as old noun-incorporating verbs. Hence the original meaning of the forms
for ‘feast’ must be ‘gathering/assembling people’. In CT this switch to the specialized,
ceremonial meaning explains that the new, morphologically transparent term loku:nsk was
coined for a less exceptional gathering of people. This meaning of gathering people as well as
food or other resources is also found in other Penutian languages for similar corresponding stems
in l- or in k-:

a) /- initial

PTsim *lEw > ST lú:’lkit, CT lúulkit, N lil’kit ‘to hold a “feast” (see [63])
Yok Ywl *lOw- in
yOloW- ‘to gather’ (= *yo-low, VG 1964:62)

(the last form is one of many examples suggesting archaic prefixation in a distant proto-
language, cf. Tarpent 2000)

b) y- initial (p- final root, cf. above)

Win yup- in
yupa ‘(people) to gather’
winypus ‘get-together, big time’ (win- ‘people’)

c) k- initial

Kal geewu ‘to assemble (intr)’
geewuwuna ‘gathering, assemblage’ (= ge:wufna; -na nominal)
Yok Ywl ke:wi ‘to meet’
Chuk ke:w-e? ‘to meet’ (cf. above low-e? ‘to gather’)

cf. also
Win Pat  
\textit{k'awo}: ‘to get together, gather’ (C- – C’- gradation frequent in Win) 

5.2.2.2.  \textit{IE/Aw 2 // yE/Aw 2 / hE/Aw} ‘speak, shout, etc.; think, imagine, feel’ 

a) \textit{l-} initial 

Kal  \textit{law-} ‘call’, \textit{lalaw} ‘shout’ (perhaps borrowed from Tak) 
Tak  \textit{le(:)w-} stem of \textit{lew-/le:wialu-} ‘call by name’ 
\textit{la:w-} ‘call sbdy’, \textit{la:law} ‘shout, call’ 
Win  \textit{lew-} 2 > \textit{lewega} ‘to tell’ 
Mi Miss  \textit{liwa-} ‘word, language’, \textit{liw:a-} ‘talk’ 
Mins  \textit{liwa-} ‘to talk, to say, to speak (esp Indian); animal to make the characteristic sound; word, language, story, news, question, voice’ (several derivatives) 

b) \textit{y-} initial 

root-final \textit{–w} 

PTsim \(*y\text{Ew} > *y\text{ew-L-mq} > \text{ST y}:\text{wLMX}, \text{N yu:Lmq} ‘to advise, lecture (sbdy)’\) 
Al \(y\text{Ea} ‘to speak’ (could be \[y\text{wa} \sim y\text{ua}\] < \(*y\text{Ewa}?\), pl yo:l-, yu:l- \(< *y\text{ow-L} ? \text{note -L plural suffix here}\) 
Sah NS \(–\text{yawa}-\) ‘to cry, halloo’ 
Kal S, MR \(\text{yuwi ‘to make noise’}\) 
S \(\text{yuwile, yuwule} ‘to talk about (sthg)’\) 
Tak \(\text{yaway-}/\text{yiw-}, \text{yiwin ‘to talk’}; \) 
\(\text{y}:\text{w-}/\text{yiw-} \text{ in}\) 
\(\text{y}:\text{w-an-} ‘\text{play (musical instrument)}’ (\text{–an- causative}) \) 
\(\text{de-}:\text{yi}:\text{w-} ‘\text{to sound (intr), give forth a sound’}\) 
Yok Yn  \(\text{yo:yо ‘to call, summon’ (< old redup. form? cf. Mi ju:ju- above)}\) 

root-final \textit{–b-} or \textit{–p} 

Win \(\text{yupa ‘to speak prophetically or like a shaman’}\) 

c) \textit{h-} initial 

PTsim \(*h\text{EW} \) 
\(*\text{he:hw} > \text{ST h}:\text{u}, \text{CT h}:\text{w}, \text{N h} \text{ ‘to say, what is said, how one feels’}\) 
e.g. N h\text{=L}g\text{=t-u} ‘I think (lit. “my heart says”)’ (\text{g\text{o:t-} ‘heart’, -y’ \ ‘1S’}; \text{ST \text{hi}:\text{h}:u-tku, CT \text{hi-ha:w-tk}, N \text{hi}:\text{hi-tkw} > \text{wiyitkw} ‘to cry’; 
\(*\text{he:w} > \text{ST h}:\text{a:w}, \text{N -h\text{u} ‘what is said, etc.’}; \text{ST sim-ha:w, N sim\text{u} < sim-h\text{u} ‘to be true, to be the truth’ (sim ‘well, best, etc.’); ST sim-ha:w-tk\text{u}, N sim\text{itkw} ‘to believe, esp. to be a Christian’\) 
Co \(\text{haw-} ‘\text{to think, to imagine’}\) 
\(\text{he:hes a lie}, -\text{hawas-} \text{in e\text{phawasan\text{a}:is ‘you are lying to me’}\) 
Mk \(\text{h\text{EwE:s\text{E:mu ‘tell a lie’}}\) 
Tak \(\text{hew-} \text{in he\text{wehaw ‘to think, imagine’ (us. with \text{gel- ‘breast’ = here ‘heart’’}}\) 
Mai \(\text{he\text{w ‘Sure’}}\) 
Mi Mins \(\text{haw-} \text{in ha\text{why:c-y ‘to tell’, ha\text{wcn\text{y-} ~ ha\text{wicny- ‘to tell, to explain, to guide, to show’}}\) 
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5.2.2.3. 1E/Am//hE/Am-

a) i- initial

PTsim  *1E/Am : *lé/árn- > ST, N lárn- in lámtsaX ‘(pl Subj) to enter’
(suffix-isaX < *-ts-q, unglossable at present)
Tak lem- in lem(e)k!- ‘(people) move, go; to take along (pl Obj)’
leme?-x/-lem?-x- ‘(people) go, come together’
e.g. leme?x ‘they all went’, leme?k ‘they took them along’
s.-gwi di: lémkliauk ‘where have they all gone, any way?’
e.g. in composition with he?:- ‘away, off’ > ‘to destroy, kill (pl Obj)’
as in he?:-i:-lémek/i?n ‘I killed them off’ (-i:- ‘hand’)  
Kal la:mo, lam:u ‘to go in’
la:mi?, lam:i ‘to take in’

b) h- initial

- meaning 1 ‘bring together into one bundle or group’

Si ham- in hamx- ‘to tie’ (ham-x-) (= bring together into one bundle)
(ex’s given are of tying hair, hands, as well as sthg on sthg else)
Tak hem(e)k!- ‘to assemble’ (= ‘get/bring together into one group’)  
al-heme-k- ‘to meet (one person)’
Yok Ywl ho:m-in *hO:mOn ‘to welcome, greet’

- meaning 2 ‘bring/take out (sg Obj, or one group, mass etc.)’

Co hem-/ham- ‘bring out, take out (sg Obj)’
Kal S hemyet [hem-y-et?] in deni-hemyet ‘and then they would take them
[acorns] out’ (in one mass)
Tak hem-g- ‘take out (sg Obj, or in one group/bunch/mass)’
e.g. ba-i-hemegā?n ‘I took (food) out’ (ba-i- ‘out’)

5.2.3. Example unattested in Tsimshianic: lim // yim / *kim ‘flash, blink, shut eyes, etc.’

a) i- initial

Win Pat lim- in
limbak ‘to flash at intervals; to blink (pl) at intervals’
limba:ku ‘to blink (sg)’ (backformed from limbak ?)
(-bak, -bok suffix or formant > ‘compounds of iterative motion or appearance’)

b) y- initial

Co yim- in yi’mat ‘“is twinkling” (his eyes)’ (probably = ‘is blinking’)
yi’myim ‘eyelash’ ‘compare yim- ‘to twinkle’’ (LF)

c) k- initial > assibilation before i

Win č’im- (glottalization < C-gradation ?) in
č’imča ‘to bat o’s eyelids’
č’imč’imča ‘to blink continuously’
č'imi:ra ‘to blink (fast or repeatedly), etc.’
č'ime:qa ‘to close o’s eyes, have o’s eyes closed, be asleep (esp. children)’
Yok Yl *c'imik'-wiyi ‘shut the eyes rapidly’ (wiyi ‘to do’)

cf. also without glottalization

Co tsim- in redup. form tsim'simt ‘(pl Subj) to sleep (suppletive form)’
(<tsim'tsλim-t )
Mi Miss sympy- ‘to close the eyes’

5.3. INITIAL C-ALTERNATIONS VERSUS ABERRANT CORRESPONDENCES. The examples above show that the pattern of alternating initial consonants in l- and in K- occurs not only in Tsimshianic, but also in other languages, although not all show a pairing of forms. While l- is often associated with the plural, there is at present no way of explaining the difference between the various consonants subsumed under the cover symbol K, but it is likely that the originally bipartite nature of many Tsimshianic stems at a remote historical level (*CVC < **CVh-**VC) could be postulated also in the other languages.

The alternation pattern which is evident in the above examples can explain some cases of what appear to be phonologically aberrant correspondences. For instance, Broadbent & Pitkin (1964) found a few examples of a correspondence Win -h-/Mi -l-, as in ‘cough’: Win q'uhe, Pat k'ohe/o, Miss kol:e (p. 37) which they attributed to an ‘aberrant protoconsonant *lh’ (p. 30). Such a correspondence is indeed very strange, and in this particular case the stem of the Win and Pat forms could be interpreted simply as onomatopoeic and unrelated to the Mi form.

The case of ‘sing’ is more interesting: Pat moho, mohi ‘song’ (cf. also mahu ‘to sing’), Mi mohi ‘song’, Mi mohi ‘song’ (p. 43; Mi alternations between long and short vowels and between long and short medial consonants are morphologically conditioned). It is relevant that all these forms begin with mV-: an initial sequence mV- is attested in numerous forms in a number of Penutian languages, not only as an apparently submorphemic formant (as in Wintun and Miwok), but also as a normally segmentable prefix (as in Tsimshianic and Alsea) (Tarpent 1997, 2000).

Rather than being due to an aberrant phonological correspondence h/l, the Pat and Mi forms for ‘sing, etc.’ could be interpreted as deriving from ancestral forms including the formant mV-, prefixed to h- and l- initial versions of ancient roots compatible on the one hand with PTsim *hE/4w ‘speak, etc.’ (see above) in a remote ancestor of Patwin, and on the other hand with a corresponding alternate *lE/4w in a remote ancestor of Miwok (i.e. at a deeper level than currently reconstructed Proto-Miwok). The fact that these languages are now exclusively suffixing does not mean that their ancestors could not have had prefixes, and it is probable that Sapir’s “characteristic Penutian form of stem”, namely CVVC(C), which is particularly noticeable in the languages of California, is a secondary development from either **CVC-**VC or **CV-**CVC (Tarpent 2000). These are only hypotheses at present, but they appear to converge at least in these examples.

6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1. Tsimshianic and Penutian. The presence of /l/ and /n/ shaped affixes or formants with similar meanings in the morphology of Tsimshianic and of many Penutian languages is suggestive, but could have other explanations since the sounds are very common and these formants are often combined with others. But the occurrence of parallel l- and K- initial ‘roots’ in which the l- form is most often associated with the plural (or at least, never exclusively with the singular) is so unusual that it is difficult to attribute it to anything else than shared inheritance. Nor is this grammatical resemblance divorced from lexical and phonological resemblances, since Tsimshianic patterns of alternations in individual l- and K- initial roots also occur in phonologically similar roots, with the same or compatible meanings, in the other
languages considered. The tradition of comparative linguistics teaches us that it is submerged, unproductive features which provide the strongest evidence for distant genetic relationship. This instance of convergence of grammatical with lexical and phonological evidence is one of strongest, if not the strongest thus far, of the many features that suggest Tsimshianic affiliation and Penutian genetic unity.

6.2. PENUTIAN-WIDE COMPARISON. In most attempts to establish the potential genetic relatedness of the members of the ‘phylum’ postulated by Sapir, emphasis has been on surface similarities rather than on the deeper layers of morphological structure, what Sapir called ‘the most intimate and fundamental features of the morphology’ (1921:59). The depth of historical reconstruction possible within the Tsimshianic family and the very strict constraints imposed by the structure of the proto-language provide morphological and phonological anchor points with which to compare features of other Penutian languages, some of which are otherwise barely noticeable except as curiosities (e.g. the unusual coincidence of the Wintun stems lew- and yew-, both ‘to pick (berries)’), or appear to run counter to normal phonological processes (e.g. the Win/Mi h/l ‘aberrant correspondence’). The recognition of the potential kinship between l-initial and K-initial stems, and between stems beginning with any of the four K consonants, opens up new avenues for Penutian-wide comparison, since correspondences which may have been unnoticed, or dismissed because of the lack of phonological plausibility might now be fitted into patterns which, although they may be submorphic in the modern languages, may nevertheless be very regular.

At a mid-point between general typological characterization (Sapir’s phyla) and the emphasis on ‘lexical sets’ appropriate among closely related languages but of limited usefulness for long-range comparison, attention to demonstrably archaic morphological features leads back to individual surface forms with a deeper understanding of their origin and increased confidence in the validity of the comparisons.
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PREFACE

The year 2000 was the 30th anniversary of the first Hakan languages conference. That first conference was imagined, planned and run by Prof. Margaret Langdon at the University of California at Berkeley, with the assistance of Prof. Shirley Silver of California State University at Sonoma. Almost every year since then, Hakan workshops and then Hakan-Penutian workshop in the previous few years had been either very small or even cancelled due to the lack of a sufficient number of people submitting paper titles. There was some thought of abandoning the Hakan-Penutian workshops altogether. Margaret felt that it would be a shame for this long tradition to end without a last hurrah, and so I offered to hold a Hakan-Penutian Workshop at Berkeley in conjunction with the “Breath of Life” Language Workshop for California Indians. The Breath of Life Workshop is a biennial gathering of California Indians here at Berkeley, and is designed primarily for people whose languages have no speakers left. We give them tours of the campus archives and show them how to use publications, fieldnotes and recordings of their languages for their own purposes – primarily language learning and teaching. I felt it would be a good thing to show the linguists who spent their careers working on these endangered languages to see the use their work is being put to by the descendents of the very people they worked with years ago. Therefore, the first session of the Hakan-Penutian Workshop consisted of presentations by the participants in the Breath of Life Workshop. The anticipation of this treat may have played a role in bringing a relatively large crowd here in 2000, perhaps along with billing the workshop as “The (Last?) Hakan-Penutian Workshop.” Sixteen papers (not counting the Breath of Life presentations) were given at the workshop, eight of which are published in this volume.

With both the Hakan and Penutian hypotheses in doubt, there is always a question as to which languages should be included at the workshop. Although my sympathies are with the “splitter” camp in linguistics, I’m definitely a social lumper. Therefore, for purposes of the workshop I chose to define “Hakan” and “Penutian” as rubrics rather than language stocks, and advertised the workshop as being “for any language that has ever been hypothesized to be Hakan or Penutian.” We thus have papers ranging from Tsimshianic to Zuni, and—oh, well — we even accepted Juliette Blevin’s excellent paper on Yurok, an Algic language, which has never been hypothesized as either Hakan or Penutian.

At the business meeting held at the end of the Hakan-Penutian workshop, no-one wanted to say that this was the last one. Instead, we voted to continue with the workshops on a biennial basis, to be held here at Berkeley from now on, overlapping with the Breath of Life Workshop as it did in 2000. As I write this preface, the two years have already passed, and we are preparing for the 2002 Breath of Life Workshop, which this year will overlap with – not the Hakan-Penutian Workshop – but the 50th Anniversary Celebration of the Survey of California and Other Indian Languages. The upcoming conference for the Celebration subsumes participants in Hakan-Penutian Workshops. I imagine that our biennial gathering will continue on; whether it will be a Hakan-Penutian workshop in 2004 or something broader than that remains to be seen.
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